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Preparing Tomorrow’s Scientists
Interested in a Biomedical PhD but
don’t know where to start?
UNC PREP is specifically designed to equip and encourage
students from under-represented groups interested in pursuing a PhD in the Biological and Biomedical sciences. Students who have recently completed their Bachelor’s degree
spend a year at UNC Chapel Hill gaining and strengthening
skills needed for entry and success in top PhD programs.

Learning...

Build skills needed to be a successful scientist. PREP
scholars receive intensive training in giving presentations,
scientific writing, and critical analysis of scientific papers
in addition to taking a graduate level course.

Research...

UNC Chapel Hill is one of the leading research universities in the nation. PREP scholars are paired with a faculty
mentor of their choice and gain valuable experience participating in full-time, cutting-edge research.

Community...

UNC PREP scholars join a supportive community of students with similar career interests and goals. Weekly
meetings, monthly socials, dinners, and other events
provide many opportunities for PREP scholars to meet and
get to know one another. UNC PREP is truly a family.

For more info, and to apply, please visit

med.unc.edu/prep
prep@unc.edu

What to expect as a PREP Scholar?
• Research | Find out firsthand what it’s like to
work in a research lab. You will work closely
with UNC scientists from one of over 15 biomedical disciplines such as Cell Bio, Microbiology, Genetics, Neuroscience, or Cancer Bio.
• Lab Skills Bootcamp | New to research? Don’t
worry! PREP scholars participate in an intensive hands-on course teaching common molecular biology techniques and other general
biomedical lab skills.
• Grad-level courses | Participation in a graduate
level biomedical class, along with routine review sessions, will prepare you for graduate
school coursework.
• Graduate School Apps/Interviews | Know what
to expect and feel prepared as you apply to
graduate schools and go on interviews. As a
PREP scholar, you’ll be ready!

For more info and to apply,
point your camera here!

